
Cedar Riverside NRP Safety Committee Meeting Minutes: March 8, 2016 
 
Attendance: 
Carla Nielson, Ahmed Hassan, Russom Solomon, Ryan Justak, Lt. Calvin Noble, Ofc. Abdiwahab Ali, Ofc. Bach Dang, Justin 
Teal, Peg Wolff, Zahra Muse, Phill Kelly, Nan Zosel, Mathew Streater, Chou Moua, Dave Alderson, William Menday, Ofc. 
Jon Edwards, Faisal Omar, Burhan Mohumed, Enuye Faneta, Abdullahi Sheikh 
 
Introductions, Past Minutes & Agenda approved: 
Meeting called to order at 7:02. 
Motion to approve agenda and Minutes – Mathew Streater 
Second – Justin Teal 
 
Neighborhood Crime Updates:  

Carla brought to attention an increase in fraud from scam calls impersonating the IRS (as well as the usual 
increase from LRT). There were 2 incidents of purse theft near the plaza, be aware of purse/wallet theft.  
 
General safety concerns: 

Carla informed the committee of news pertaining to the man assaulting elders as discussed in previous safety 
meetings. The only victim who decided to testify explained that the man wasn’t targeting them in a sexual manner but 
was targeting purses. Charges were not pressed by the victims. Phill asked if any preventative measures could be taken 
with the offender. Ofc. Ali said that not much can be done because the offender was not charged and officers shouldn’t 
target unconvicted civilians.   

Ofc. Ali also explained that in Somali culture that there is a stigma attached with being a victim of sexual assault. 
Carla explained that there are sexual assault resources to help the victims but the resources can’t help unless the victims 
seek assistance.  Cedar Riverside Partnership is trying to hold Krav Maga training for young women/mothers at Brian 
Coyle. Ofc. Ali mentioned that in HCMC sexual assault victims are usually paired with violence prevention advocates but 
rarely with Somalis. Having a bilingual Somali violence prevention advocate at HCMC would be very helpful considering 
the stigma. Abdullahi Sheikh informed the committee of the Immigrant Women’s Advocacy Project led by Miski Abdulle 
at Brian Coyle and her significance as a resource to this topic. The East African Women’s Group was also mentioned as a 
resource to help victims of sexual crimes and other issues.  

William from St. Stephens is trying to connect more with homeless in need of shelter, especially youth homeless 
who might be couch hoping. Faisal Omar from Lutheran Social Services is also working to keep youth off the streets and 
to stay in school. The two will connect on the issue of homeless youth.  

Burhan Mohumed expressed ongoing concerns from Riverside Plaza residents that not enough of the Plaza 
security is culturally competent or representative of the east African ethnicities within the complex. Burhan believes 
there are less Somali/Oromo staff today than a few years ago. Justin and Burhan will talk further about it to find a 
solution. Carla stated that Riverside Plaza Tenants Association (RPTA) should be managing that issue. Abdullahi also 
expressed concerns from residents about poor cultural competency and rude staff. Russom reiterated that this issue 
would be more appropriate for RPTA to address. Phill spoke of RPTA’s poor commitment to working for the plaza 
tenants and that all community members must work to assist their issues. Dave Alderson volunteered to contact RPTA.  

Abdullahi Sheikh informed the committee of upcoming engagement to address pedestrian safety in the 
neighborhood. The engagement will take place before October. The goal is to identify available resources and improve 
infrastructure. Dave mentioned that the new safety walks program that will begin in the spring should be able to assist 
in engagement and identifying pedestrian safety issues. Mathew identified the need for more street lights as its too dark 
at night. 
 
Any New Updates or announcements: 
 
 Cedar East Pedestrian Safety 
 Deb Wolking submitted a petition to the city to improve specific intersections within the Cedar East area of the 
neighborhood.  
 
  



 Riverside Park Camera Proposal 
 Riverside Park residents Mary Mellon and Lynn Johnson were unable to attend the meeting to discuss their 
proposal. Dave mentioned that NRP has funded cameras before so this shouldn’t be an issue. Matt referenced the 
minutes that said the camera was to be donated. Russom suggested that the old camera was not compatible. Phill 
mentioned he would talk to the West Bank CDC on lending their trail cameras to Mary and Lynn as a short term solution 
while the proposal works its way through the process.  
Motion to approve Riverside Park Camera Proposal – Mathew Streater 
Second – Nan Zosel 
 
 Cedar Ave Summer Safety, Cameras/Alternatives 
 Phill brought this to the safety committee to be proactive with summer safety issues. Someone was shot on 
Cedar Ave last summer and nobody was prosecuted. Is it possible to do an assessment of cameras? What are other 
alternatives with young adults? A broken camera failed to catch a mid-day shooting off of 8th st last year. Carla mentions 
that all the cameras in the neighborhood are owned by the city. Zahra Muse asked how the city will know when a 
camera is broken. Carla informed the committee that the city can identify when a camera is live or dead. Lt. Noble 
mentioned that there are also plenty of other variables that decrease a camera’s effectiveness. Carla explained that the 
committee is used to better engage and communicate with the neighborhood for crime prevention. Ofc. Ali said that all 
of the officers who work within the neighborhood are fantastic at the jobs they do. William said that the diversity of this 
neighborhood contributes to the complexity of safety. It’s important to be respectful of everyone’s backgrounds 
especially when addressing homelessness. St. Stephens works to help homeless youth find shelter and constructive 
summer activities but it’s difficult with such large apartment complexes. Brian Coyle also works with St. Stephen’s and 
the youth that spend time there. Nan also recommended connecting with Youthlink for youth programs.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:06 
 
Recorder: Ryan Justak 


